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SICO-HERBCAREâ  
HEALTH SUPPORTING NATURAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS 

- Product Survey – Made in Belgium - 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
* SICO-HERBCAREâ products are composed of pure natural ingredients (vitamins, minerals, organic acids and herbs). They are 
not medicines and therefore do not involve withdrawal periods nor side effects. The philosophy behind these products is simple: 
by using natural ingredients and nutrients, the animal benefits from a better condition and higher resistance. The logical 
consequence of this is clear: healthier animals result in higher performance. 
 
* Over the last few decades, many aspects of farming have changed. In intensive cattle rearing, production units are becoming 
larger and larger so that more is produced at minimal cost. This means that productivity must be as high as possible, using a 
minimum of surface area per animal and with a minimum of labour costs. 
Stricter legislation and higher quality requirements have made both farmers and consumers aware of the benefits of healthy and 
natural breeding methods on the one hand and of profitable and economically viable ones on the other. 
SICO-HERBCAREâ products provide an answer to these new challenges by offering support products that benefit 
health, the environment and the operating capacity and therefore the profitability of modern farms.  
 
* Our goal with SICO-HERBCAREâ is to help you increase your performance in a sustainable and natural way. You 
can achieve all this through the guidance you are given by our professional staff, who offer you individual services. Since we aim 
to achieve optimal results, good guidance and optimal service are a must for our entire SICO team !  
 
* Quality & Safety: our priorities are high standards in quality, food safety and efficiency. The implementation of strict certified 
standards ensures that quality is continuously monitored. All used ingredients are of the best quality and are selected based on 
their active ingredients content and on microbiological, physical and chemical quality. Only certified products are used. The 
quality of our products and services is guaranteed by our quality team, which constantly strives towards improvement. 
 
2.  PRODUCT SURVEY 
 
1/  SICO-BRONCHICARE 
Plant extracts to ensure an efficient respiration for pigs, calves, broilers (liquid solution or powder) 
 
2/  SICO-HERBCAREâ POULTRY 
Liquid solution of organic acids and herbs for poultry to obtain optimal health & appetite and improved feed conversion. 
 
3/  SICO-HERBCAREâ BROILER 
Unique liquid complex of plant extracts, essential oils and bitters for optimal performance in broilers. Appetite and growth booster ! 
 
4/  SICO-HERBCAREâ CALFSTART 
Liquid drench of plant extracts to strengthen calves immediately after birth. 
 
5/  SICO-HERBCAREâ CALF 
Liquid solution of organic acids and herbs/plantextracts to improve the health and resistance of calves. Is excellent for good 
stomach and gut functioning. 
 
6/  SICO-HERBCAREâ DAIRY 
Unique liquid formula of organic acids, plant extracts and essential oils for optimal health and increased milkproduction of dairy 
cattle. 
 
7/  SICO-HERBCAREâ SOW 
Unique liquid formula of organic acids, plant extracts and essential oils for sows, to obtain optimal condition and more production. 
 

SICO-HERBCAREâ : YOUR NATURAL SUPPORT PROGRAM ! 


